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This paper collects insights from the comparative study of ‘fracking’ policy, including a 

forthcoming book using the ‘Advocacy Coalition Framework’ to compare policy and 

policymaking in the US, Canada and five European countries (Weible, Heikkila, Ingold and 

Fischer, 2016), the UK chapter, and offshoot article submissions comparing the UK with 

Switzerland. It is deliberately brief to reflect the likelihood that, in a 90-minute panel with 5 

papers, we will need to keep our initial presentations short and sweet. I am also a member of 

the no-powerpoint-collective. 

Hydraulic fracturing policy in comparative perspective: how typical is the UK 

experience? 

Abstract. The UK experience of hydraulic fracturing for shale oil and gas (‘fracking’) has 

some interesting features. Its most senior ministers have expressed strong support for 

commercial development, but policy change in favour of ‘fracking’ has been slow, partly to 

reflect the UK government’s willingness to delegate key decisions to subnational 

governments and perhaps the need to identify a ‘social license’ to frack. It compares with 

countries such as the US, in which there has been major commercial activity in some states, 

and several European countries in which governments have introduced bans or moratoriums. 

This paper uses the UK experience as a lens through which to view these wider 

developments. It focuses on general issues regarding its political system (for example, are 

there major policy differences in majoritarian and consensus democracies?) and specific 

issues relevant to energy policies (for example, who owns the property and mineral rights in 

each country?).  

Comparing shale politics: 5 key elements 

There is no typical shale politics experience, but what are the key elements of comparison? I 

outline 5 conceptual elements which are common to the study of each case, but on which we 

can draw to explore differences in different countries. These elements relate to the common 

ways in which we might explain policymaking with reference to boundedly rational actors 

making choices in a multi-level policy environment.  

1. Framing. 

There is no easy way to introduce this topic because language matters. Take the example of 

this Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) introduction, which uses the term 

‘unconventional gas’ to refer to: 

…natural gas held in rocks that cannot be exploited using traditional methods. The low 

porosity and permeability of shale and coal formations means that gas does not flow through 
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them freely, in contrast to conventional gas reservoirs, which are often made of limestone or 

sandstone. In addition, shale and coal formations often occur in widely spread, thin layers, 

making the trapped gas difficult to access. Hence, techniques such as horizontal drilling, 

dewatering and hydraulic fracturing (aka fracking) are needed to access and retrieve the 

natural gas contained within them … The process of hydraulic fracturing involves pumping 

water into the source rock, which is typically located 1-2 km below ground, at high pressure 

so that the rock fractures and releases the trapped gas. This water also contains a small 

percentage of sand (~5%) and chemicals (<1%) to improve efficiency of the operation. 

Extracting coal bed methane, on the other hand, normally only requires water to be drained 

from the coal seam to release pressure (known as dewatering), so hydraulic fracturing is not 

typically necessary. 

It takes almost 200 words to describe in sufficient depth. When we use fewer words, such as 

in newspaper headlines, campaign materials, and twitter discussions, it is difficult to describe 

this issue without appearing to take a political stance. For example, the energy industry 

generally refers to unconventional oil and gas and organisations such as SEPA generally 

refrain from referring to ‘fracking’ to describe the specific technique of hydraulic fracturing. 

Many environmental campaigners use ‘fracking’ to make strong statements against 

unconventional oil and gas development (‘frack the frack off, you fracking fracker’ is one 

example), and suggest that other organisations refuse to describe ‘fracking’ because they are 

in favour of commercial development.  

Consequently, it is almost impossible to present a ‘neutral’ stance because, for many actors, 

one’s position is linked inextricably to framing and persuasion: to refer to the energy or 

technique, how to describe the technique, and to link fracking primarily to environmental or 

energy/ economic policy.   

When seeking to make persuasive arguments, actors focus on the balance between potential 

risk (negative) and rewards (positive). The reward relates primarily to the importance of 

‘energy security’, when a state is able to reduce its reliance on energy imported from other 

countries (a key feature in the US), and economic gains related to: tax revenue from 

extraction; an improved balance of payments when gas is exported or less is imported; capital 

investment and employment; economic regeneration in areas with low GDP per capita; and, 

lower energy bills. There is also a potential environmental (greenhouse gas emissions) gain if 

the main effect of local shale gas extraction is that the UK relies less on natural gas that is 

liquefied (LNG) to allow it to travel large distances on freight or pipelines.  

The risk relates primarily to environmental problems, and the uncertain effects of fracking, 

including the: contribution of methane gas (leaked during production) to climate change; 

groundwater pollution, when the chemicals used to frack enter the water supply; greater risk 

of earthquakes/ tremors from rock fracturing; and, air and noise pollution to local areas. 

There are also consequential risks in relation to, for example, the quality of life of local 

populations and the value of their homes.  
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These debates overlap with governance issues, regarding which governments are responsible, 

how they consult with the public and interest groups to produce a sustainable political 

solution, and the extent to which they encourage private companies to consult with local 

communities when seeking permission to drill (to secure a ‘social licence to operate’). 

2. Framing meets uncertainty and ambiguity. 

Fracking involves scientific uncertainty in relation to activities, such as unconventional 

drilling, with a limited track record. Policymakers make key decisions despite such 

uncertainty, and despite their limited abilities to understand scientific reports or articulate 

risk, and largely rely on information and data evaluation from sources they trust.  

There is also uncertainty about who makes key decisions, or how many authorities come 

together to produce policy. Responsibility for each aspect of ‘fracking’ may be unclear to 

people seeking to influence the process. For example, in the UK, since some aspects are 

addressed by the European Union (such as water quality), the UK government (such as 

mineral rights and taxation), and devolved to territorial governments (such as planning) and 

local authorities (the permission to pursue drilling in specific local sites).  

This uncertainty is compounded by ambiguity - when fracking can be framed in many 

different ways - which has a knock-on effect for government responsibility and lobbying 

strategies. For example, if a group has concerns about the environmental impact of fracking, 

which they argue overweigh the economic benefits, they may be unsure about where to direct 

their concerns. At this stage, participants do not know if each level of government rehearses 

the same general debate about how to frame fracking, or focuses on specific aspects (water 

quality, planning issues) in specific geographical areas. They are not sure where to focus their 

efforts, from one or several government departments, at the national level, to devolved and 

local governments, and public bodies.  

3. Advocacy coalitions competing in subsystems.  

In most countries, there is intense competition between coalitions of actors to frame the issue 

primarily in terms of environmental risk versus economic reward.  

Weible et al use the Advocacy Coalition Framework to guide the comparison of coalition 

strategies in multiple countries. The general framework situates this process within a 

subsystem (the right hand box in figure 1) containing coalitions of actors: (a) brought 

together largely because they share the same beliefs (and/or have cooperated in the past), and 

(b) exhibiting a non-trivial degree of coordination to try to turn those beliefs into policy. This 

involves, for example, (a) a tendency to romanticise one’s own cause and ‘demonise’ the 

actions of a competing coalition (based on an exaggerated sense of their power and level of 

threat), and (b) a process of ‘policy learning’ in which coalitions compete to interpret the 

implications of scientific and other information. 
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Figure 1 Flow Diagram of the Advocacy Coalition Framework (Weible et al., 2011) 

Further, note the following aspects of this dynamic in a fracking subsystem: 

 Fracking could relate to many other issues, including: renewable and nonrenewable 

energy, mitigation and adaptation to climate change, land use, air quality regulations, 

water quality, employment and taxation. Yet, in each country, coalitions often seemed 

to form to address fracking specifically, rather than as simply an extension of 

environmental or energy policy. It generally makes sense to talk of a fracking 

subsystem with two colitions. This same finding can be found in most countries – 

although there are notable variations in the extent to which each coalition is strongly 

pro- or anti- fracking - generated using several different methods, including surveys 

of actors, media and discourse analysis, and web searches.  

 However, the wider context may differ. For example, in France and Sweden the 

debate is quite broad: Sweden focuses on a broad opposition to fossil fuels and 

relatively low reliance on gas; in France, 90% of electricity comes from nuclear, and 

the debate is wider, focusing on hydrocarbons. In the UK and Germany (at least in our 

impression) we talk more about fracking as a technology – the ‘unconventional 

drilling’ side and focus very much on the uncertainty about the seismic activity and 

pollution caused during the process. In some US and Canadian states, the subsystem 

emerged from well-established arrangements on oil and gas but fracking companies 
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emerged as specific actors (which is less apparent in countries with lower activity) 

and the subsystem has ‘matured’ more quickly. 

 It is not always straightforward to pinpoint the ‘policy core’ beliefs that provide the 

‘glue’ to bind people together in coalitions. In general, people may share similar 

beliefs on the proper balance between state/ market, while in this case they may 

cooperate or compete based on their position on a notional environmental/ economic 

spectrum. 

4. ‘Institutions’, ‘ideas’, and differing political contexts: what are the key differences?  

For me, one benefit of the UK lens is that it helps us go beyond simple comparisons based on 

the alleged characteristics of political systems: if (a) the UK doesn’t live up to its reputation, 

(b) does any country? This is also a question relevant to Bomberg and Cairney’s discussion 

of fracking policy in Scotland (paper to follow): do they make policy differently up here? 

One initial source of difference relates to the nature of political systems and the extent to 

which power or policy responsibility is spread across many levels and types of government 

(who makes the key decisions in each country?). So, Weible et al initially differentiate 

between the 7 countries according to (a) a separation of powers (federalist/ unitary) and (b) 

the level or numbers of government bodies dealing with the issue.  

First, they note the importance of this political system context on subsystems: it helps explain 

‘who is involved in the coalition, the coalition structure, the availability of resources and 

strategies, choices of venues, and resulting public policies … for any political system, the 

basic constitutional structure does establish the basic allocation of authority, the distribution 

of the basic governing functions, and general rules of decision-making, all of which shape the 

observed attributes of policy subsystems’.  

Then, they note that responsibility does not always map onto expectations: it does in 

Switzerland (the key actors are the Cantonal governments) and France and Sweden (the issue 

is processed primarily by national governments), but it often does not in Germany (there were 

key decisions made at the national level) and the UK (policymaking is multi-level and key 

decisions may be delegated). Then there are countries like the US and Canada in which the 

same political system contains major variations in policy, suggesting that (for example) 

although the US has a reputation as conducive to fracking, this is based on activity in key 

states such as Colorado and Texas, while there is a ban in place in New York (similarly, 

Quebec has a moratorium while British Columbia has reinforced its tradition of commercial 

activity). 

Table 1.1 Political System Structure and Subsystem Level across the Seven Countries  
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Political system  Federalist Federalist Unitary Unitary 

Level of subsystem 

dealing with hydraulic 

fracturing policy 

Sub-national Multi-level Multi-level National 

Source: Weible et al 

In the UK chapter, we extend that analysis to present a three-sided puzzle:   

1. The UK Government looks like it is as strongly pro-fracking as it can possibly be. 

Prime Minister David Cameron famously declared: ‘we’re going all out for shale. It 

will mean more jobs and opportunities for people, and economic security for our 

country’. Chancellor George Osborne also wrote a detailed letter to ministers asking 

them to make policy implementation a ‘personal priority.’ 

2. Its political system has a reputation for centralised power and top-down 

policymaking.  

3. However, very little hydraulic fracturing has taken place in the UK.  

Then, to solve the puzzle, we challenge these surface-level assumptions about UK 

policymaking and fracking policy: 

1. The UK Government is part of a large coalition of actors which, on average, is 

tentatively pro-exploration, favouring well-regulated shale gas exploration rather than 

supporting commercial development of shale gas wholeheartedly. Its statements often 

seem unequivocal, but its policies betray a more cautious approach.  

2. It does not live up to its reputation for policy imposition. Instead, it often seeks to use 

persuasion and incentives rather than impose policy decisions from the centre. 

3. Fracking is opposed by a smaller but energetic coalition of actors, which promotes the 

‘precautionary principle’ to address an issue with unclear risks and potentially 

catastrophic environmental consequences. 

Consequently, it is difficult to identify a single, clear government policy. Rather, this is a 

multi-level and often-fragmented policy process in which many governmental, quasi-

governmental and non-governmental organisations interact to produce what we eventually 

call ‘hydraulic fracturing policy’. Most importantly, devolved governments seem far less 

likely to support commercial activity (the Scottish Government has introduced a temporary 

moratorium) and local actors play a crucial role as they have, until now, opposed specific 

projects successfully.  

Then, in work comparing the UK with Switzerland, we reinforced these initial points about 

the ‘majoritarian UK’ by noting that its policy development and level of ‘top-down 

imposition’ is not much more apparent than in a system, with fracking moratoriums, and 

described by (for example) Lijphart as a consensus democracy. In other words, we find 

differences in UK and Swiss policymaking, but they are far more subtle than you’d expect if 

you focused on high profile events and reputations.  
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These subtle differences play out in subsystems, in which coalitions of pro- and anti-fracking 

actors share information to influence the policy agenda. Normally, you would expect actors 

to share certain information with their allies and withhold it from their competitors (such as 

political information on how best to frame the issue and lobby governments), or to only share 

certain types of information (such as when coalitions compete to interpret technical or 

scientific information). However, this effect is far more pronounced in the UK, in which there 

is more competition and less trust. So, the ‘majoritarian’ UK seems to produce a more 

competitive policy process even though it shares with Switzerland a tendency to make policy 

in subsystems, often out of the public spotlight. 

For me, the advantage of such discussions is that we engage in more useful comparative 

work. Of course, we focus on the ‘institutional’ context, but a key insight from some of the 

literature on new institutionalism is that the formal, written down, aspects of political systems 

only explain so much. To provide a more satisfactory explanation, we also look generally into 

the informal and unwritten rules that underpin behaviour in subsystems or the large number 

of governing organisations in multi-level systems, as part of a wider focus on the ideational 

context in political systems (in other words, is there a dominant way of thinking about energy 

production and/ or climate change, and is it more or less conducive to fracking?).  

We also examine the specific questions that help us separate political systems when we 

analyse fracking policy, such as: 

 Who owns the mineral rights? 

 How much permission do you need to frack? 

 How much will it cost you to frack?  

For example, a distinguishing feature in the US, compared to the other countries, is that sthae 

government does not control the mineral rights. In the UK in particular, the Crown owns the 

mineral rights, companies need a license to frack, and the Treasury will place a tax on the 

minerals extracted. In the US, companies can obtain private property rights, extract minerals 

often with fewer regulatory obstacles, and often face a less restrictive fiscal regime. This 

context seems as, if not far more, important than a comparison of political system 

characteristics.  

5. The socioeconomic and geographical context, key events, and policy transfer and 

learning 

With fracking there is a particularly strong connection between geography and policy: large 

areas of low population density with little alternative use for the land (perhaps more likely to 

be found in certain US states) help produce a context more conducive to fracking than high 

density areas (in most of the European countries (and New York and Montreal) that we 

studied).  

This difference may be reinforced by the commercial potential in each country: there were 

fewer initial obstacles to test drilling in US states, companies were more able to determine the 

extraction potential, and they found unusually high reserves. Fracking represents an 
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economic and energy game changer in some US states, but in almost all European countries 

(including the UK – see Postbox) the potential is far more modest (although it is relatively 

high in France and Germany) and – given uncertainty about social attitudes, combined with 

vocal local opposition - there is hesitancy even at the stage of test drilling to gauge potential.   

In some countries, this difference is magnified by wider discussions of the energy policy mix. 

For example, Sweden is able to reject the use of fossils fuels completely and has minimal 

shale reserves. In contrast, Germany has rejected nuclear power and is currently highly reliant 

on coal, while the UK was similar until it made a major commitment to nuclear energy.  

It may also be reinforced by the US experience itself, since advocates know that there is less 

potential for economic reward in Europe, while opponents are able to point to the adverse 

consequences of fracking in US states (through films such as Gasland).  

Conclusion 

Through a UK lens, you can see why there remains a lot of uncertainty about current and 

future developments. The economic potential is there, but it is largely for governments to 

determine if they should explore it. Levels of public opinion are difficult to determine while 

there is relatively low activity (it remains an abstract issue for most people), but most 

governments seem hesitant to find out what happens next. The exception may be the UK 

government but so far it has proved more likely to provide incentives for activity and support 

rather than impose commercial development. It has framed an economic and energy security 

case but remains part of a tentatively pro-development coalition which faces major political 

obstacles. Further, as long as it encourages multiple points of veto (in devolved and local 

areas) we are unlikely to see developments that mirror the US experience.  
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